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Abstract. In this paper, the existence of solutions of some minimization problems for noncyclic
mappings inG�metric spaces is studied. Our results can be considered as an extension of Abkar
and Gabeleh’s result [Global Optimal Solutions of Noncyclic Mappings in Metric Spaces, J.
Optim. Theory. Appl. 153 (2011), 298–305] to the case of G�metric spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 2011, Abkar et al. [2] studied the existence of solutions of some specific min-
imization problems for noncyclic mappings in metric spaces. In 2006, Mustafa et al.
[11] introduced the G�metric spaces as a generalization of the notion of metric spa-
ces. Fixed point results and other results in G�metric spaces have been proved by a
number of authors, see, e.g., [1,3–5,12,14,15]. In this paper we investigate some mi-
nimization problems for noncyclic mappings inG�metric spaces. This work extends
results of Abkar et al. [2] to the case of G�metric spaces.

2. PRELIMINARIES

Throughout this paper, N is the set of all natural numbers and R is the set of all
real numbers. Generalizations of the notion of a metric space have been proposed by
Gabler [8, 9] and by Dhage [6, 7]. Mustafa et al. [11] introduced a more appropriate
notion of a generalized metric space as following.

Definition 1. Let X be a nonempty set, and G W X �X �X ! RC be a function
satisfying the following conditions:

(1) G.x;y;´/D 0 if x D y D ´;
(2) 0 < G.x;x;y/ for all x;y 2X with x ¤ y;
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(3) G.x;x;y/�G.x;y;´/ for all x;y;´ 2X with y ¤ ´;
(4) G.x;y;´/DG.x;´;y/DG.y;´;x/D �� � ;
(5) G.x;y;´/�G.x;w;w/CG.w;y;´/ for all x;y;´;w 2X;

The function G is called a generalized metric, or, a G�metric on X , and the pair
.X;G/ is called a G�metric space.

Example 1. ([11, Example 6.3]) Let .X;d/ be a metric space and define the func-
tions Gs and Gm with

Gs.x;y;´/D d.x;y/Cd.y;´/Cd.x;´/; 8x;y;´ 2X

Gm.x;y;´/Dmaxfd.x;y/;d.y;´/;d.x;´/g; 8x;y;´ 2X
Then .X;Gs/ and .X;Gm/ are G�metric space.

Now, we recall some of the basic concepts for G�metric spaces from ([11]).

Definition 2. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space, and fxng be a sequence of points
of X , we say that fxng is G�convergent to x and write xn

G
�!x if limn;m!1G.x;

xn;xm/D 0, that is, for any � > 0; there exists n0 2 N such that G.x;xn;xm/ < �;

for all n;m� n0:

Proposition 1. Let .X;G/ be aG�metric space, then the following are equivalent.
(1) fxng is G�convergent to x.
(2) limn!1G.x;xn;xn/D 0:

(3) limn!1G.x;x;xn/D 0:

Definition 3. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space, a fxng is called G�Cauchy for
any � > 0; there exists n0 2 N such that G.xn;xm;xl/ < �; for all n;m;l � n0 that
is limn;m;l!1G.xn;xm;xl/D 0

Proposition 2. Let .X;G/ be aG�metric space, then the following are equivalent.
(1) fxng is G�Cauchy.
(2) For any � > 0; there exists n0 2N such thatG.xn;xm;xm/ < �; for all n;m�

n0

Definition 4. Let .X1;G1/ and .X2;G2/ be G�metric spaces. A function f W
.X1;G1/! .X2;G2/ is G�continuous at a point a 2X if for any � > 0; there exists
ı > 0 such that x;y 2 X1, G1.a;x;y/ < ı implies G2.f .a/;f .x/;f .y// < �: A
function f is G�continuous on X if and only if it is G�continuous at all a 2X:

Proposition 3. Let .X1;G1/ and .X2;G2/ be G�metric spaces. A function f W
.X1;G1/! .X2;G2/ isG�continuous at a point x 2X if and only if whenever fxng

is G�convergent to x; ff .xn/g is G�convergent to f .x/:

Definition 5. A G�metric space .X;G/ is said to be G�complete if every G-
Cauchy sequence in .X;G/ is G�convergent in .X;G/:
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Definition 6. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space. A G�Ball with center x0 and
radius r is

BG.x0; r/D fx 2X WG.x0;y;y/ < rg:

Definition 7. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and � > 0 be given, then a set
A� X is called ��net of .X;G/ if given any x there is at last one point a 2 A such
that x 2 BG.a;�/. If the A is finite then A is called a finite ��net of .X;G/: Note
that if A is an ��net then X D

S
a2ABG.a;�/:

Definition 8. A G�metric space .X;G/ is called G�totally bounded if for every
� > 0 there exists a finite ��net.

Definition 9. A G�metric space .X;G/ is called G�compact space if it is
G�complete and G�totally bounded.

Proposition 4. Let .X;G/ be aG�metric space, then the following are equivalent.
(1) .X;G/ is a G�compact space.
(2) .X;G/ is G�sequentially compact, that is, if the sequence fxng �X is such

that supfG.xn;xm;xl/ W n;m;l 2 N g <1; then fxng has a G�convergent
subsequence.

Theorem 1 ([12], Theorem 2.1). Let .X;G/ be aG�metric space and T WX!X

be a mapping which satisfies the following condition, for all x;y;´ 2X;

G.T .x/;T .y/;T .´//� kmaxfG.x;y;´/;G.x;T .x/;T .x//;G.y;T .y/;T .y//;
G.´;T .´/;T .´//;G.x;T .y/;T .y//;

G.y;T .´/;T .´//;G.´;T .x/;T .x//g;
(2.1)

where k 2 Œ0;1=2/: Then T has a unique fixed point (say u) and T is G-continuous
at u.

Definition 10. Let A;B;C be subsets of a G�metric space .X;G/. A mapping
T W A[B [C ! A[B [C is called relatively G�nonexpansive if

G.T .x/;T .y/;T .´//�G.x;y;´/; 8.x;y;´/ 2 A�B �C:

Definition 11. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and A;B;C �X , then

dist.A;B;C /D inffG.a;b;c/ W a 2 A; b 2 B; c 2 C g:

Example 2. Let R be equipped with the usual metric, and A D Œ�1;0� and B D
No and C D Ne where No and Ne are the set of odd natural numbers and even
natural numbers, respectively. Let Gm.x;y;´/Dmaxfjx�yj; jx�´j; jy�´jg; then
dist.A;B;C /D 2:

Definition 12. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and A;B;C � X , T W A[B [
C ! A[B [C is said noncyclic mapping, if

T .A/� A; T .B/� B; T .C /� C:
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We consider the following minimization problem: Find

min
a2A
fG.a;T .a/;T .a//g; min

b2B
fG.b;T .b/;T .b//g;

min
b2B
fG.c;T .c/;T .c//g; min

.a;b;c/2A�B�C
fG.a;b;c/g (2.2)

We say that .x?;y?;´?/ 2 A�B �C is a solution of above problem, if

T x?
D x?; Ty?

D y?; T ´?
D ´?;

and

G.x?;y?;´?/D dist.A;B;C /:

Definition 13. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and A;B;C �X , we set

A0 D fa 2 A WG.a;b;c/D dist.A;B;C /; for some b 2 B;c 2 C g

B0 D fb 2 B WG.a;b;c/D dist.A;B;C /; for some a 2 A;c 2 C g

C0 D fc 2 C WG.a;b;c/D dist.A;B;C /; for some a 2 A;b 2 Bg

Definition 14. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and A;B;C be nonempty subsets
of X , with A0 ¤¿: We say that A;B;C have P�property iff8<: G.x1;y1;´1/D dist.A;B;C /

G.x2;y2;´2/D dist.A;B;C /

G.x3;y3;´3/D dist.A;B;C /

then

G.x1;x2;x3/DG.y1;y2;y3/DG.´1;´2;´3/;

where x1;x2;x3 2 A0 and y1;y2;y3 2 B0 and ´1;´2;´3 2 C0.

The above definition were found in the case of metric space in ([13]).

Example 3. Let A;B;C be nonempty subsets of a G�metric space .X;G/ such
that A0 ¤¿ and dist.A;B;C /D 0; then A;B;C have P�property.

Definition 15. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and T WX !X be a mapping. T
is called expansive if for all x;y;´ 2X;

G.T .x/;T .y/;T .´//�G.x;y;´/:

Definition 16. Let .X;G/ be a G�metric space and T WX !X be a mapping. T
is said to be asymptotically regular iff limn!1G.T

nx;T nC1x;T nC1x/D 0, for all
x 2X:
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3. MAIN RESULTS

We start this section with the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let A;B;C be nonempty and closed subsets of a G�complete space
.X;G/ such thatA0¤¿ andA;B;C satisfies the P�property. Let T WA[B[C !
A[B [C be a noncyclic mapping. Suppose that

(1) T jA be a mapping which satisfies in (2.1).
(2) T is relatively G�nonexpansive.

Then the minimization problem (2.2) has a solution.

Proof. If x 2 A0; then there exist y 2 B and ´ 2 C such that G.x;y;´/
D dist.A;B;C /. Since T is relatively G�nonexpansive then

G.T .x/;T .y/;T .´//�G.x;y;´/D dist.A;B;C /

Hence T x 2 A0:

Let x0 2 A0 by Theorem 1 if xn D T
n.x0/ then xn

G
�!x? where x? is unique

fixed point of T in A. Since x0 2 A0 there exist y0 2 B and ´0 2 C such that
G.x0;y0;´0/D dist.A;B;C /: Since x1D T x0 2A0; there exist y1 2B and ´1 2C

such that G.x1;y1;´1/ D dist.A;B;C /: Using this process, we have a sequence
fyng in B and f´ng in C such that

G.xn;yn;´n/D dist.A;B;C / 8n 2N [f0g:

Since A;B;C have the P�property, we have for all m;n; l 2N [f0g

G.xn;xm;xl/DG.yn;ym;yl/DG.´n;´m;´l/:

This implies that fyng and f´ng are G�Cauchy sequences, and there exist y? 2 B

and ´? 2 C such that yn
G
�!y? and ´n

G
�!´? Thus

G.x?;y?;´?/D lim
n!1

G.xn;yn;´n/D dist.A;B;C /

Since

G.T .x?/;T .y?/;T .´?//�G.x?;y?;´?/D dist.A;B;C /

Therefore by the P�property, we have

G.x?;T .x?/;T .x?//DG.y?;T .y?/;T .y?//DG.´?;T .´?/;T .´?//

Thus .x?;y?;´?/ 2 A[B [C is a solution of the minimization problem (2.2). �

Example 4. LetR be equipped with the usual metric, andGm.x;y;´/Dmaxfjx�
yj; jx�´j; jy�´jg: Let AD Œ�2;0� and B D f1g and C D Œ2;3�. It is obvious that
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A0 D f0g;B0 D f1g;C0 D f2g. Define T W A[B [C ! A[B [C with

T .x/D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:

x
4

x 2 A

1 x 2 B

xC2
2

x 2 C

It is easy to check that all the conditions of Theorem 2 hold. Therefore, the minimi-
zation problem (2.2) has a solution .x?;y?;´?/D .0;1;2/:

Theorem 3. LetA;B;C be nonempty subsets of aG�complete space .X;G/ such
that A is G-compact and B and C are G�closed. Let A0 ¤ ¿ and A;B;C satisfy
the P�property. Let T WA[B[C !A[B[C be a noncyclic mapping. Then the
minimization problem (2.2) has a solution provided that the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) T is relatively G�nonexpansive.
(2) T jA is a G�expansive.
(3) T jB and T jC be mappings which satisfy in (2.1).

Proof. If x 2 A0; and xnC1 D T xn; .n 2 N [ f0g/: By argument similar in the
proof of Theorem 2 we obtain that T .A0/� A0 and there exist yn in B and ´n in C
such that

G.xn;yn;´n/D dist.A;B;C / 8n 2N [f0g:

Since A is G�compact, by Proposition 4 there exist a subsequence fxnk
g of the fxng

such that xnk

G
�!x? 2 A: Since A;B;C satisfy the P�property,

G.xnk
;xns

;xnl
/DG.ynk

;yns
;ynl

/DG.´nk
;´ns

;´nl
/; .k;s; l 2N/:

This implies that fyng and f´ng areG�Cauchy sequences and there exist y? 2B and
´? 2 C such that ynk

G
�!y? and ´nk

G
�!´?: Thus

G.x?;y?;´?/D lim
n!1

G.xnk
;ynk

;´nk
/D dist.A;B;C /

Now we prove that x?;y?;´? 2 F.T /: Since T is relatively G�nonexpansive,

G.T 2.x?/;T 2.y?/;T 2.´?//DG.T .x?/;T .y?/;T .´?//D dist.A;B;C /:

Since A;B;C satisfy the P�property, we have

G.x?;T .x?/;T .x?//DG.y?;T .y?/;T .y?//DG.´?;T .´?/;T .´?//;

and
G.T .x?/;T 2.x?/;T 2.x?//D G.T .y?/;T 2.y?/;T 2.y?//

D G.T .´?/;T 2.´?/;T 2.´?//:

Now let Ty? ¤ T 2y?; since T jB satisfies in (2.1),

G.T .y?/;T .T .y?//;T .T .y?///� kG.y?;T .y?/;T .y?//
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Thus since T jA is a G�expansive, we have

G.T .y?/;T 2.y?/;T 2.y?//D G.T .y?/;T .T .y?//;T .T .y?///

� kG.y?;T .y?/;T .y?//

D kG.x?;T .x?/;T .x?//

� kG.T .x?/;T 2.x?/;T 2.x?//

D kG.T .y?/;T 2.y?/;T 2.y?//;

which is a contraction. Therefore Ty? D T 2y?: A similar argument implies that
T ´? D T 2´?: Thus x? D T .x?/ and y? D T .y?/ and ´? D T .´?/. �

Example 5. Let X DR3 and

G..x1;y1;´1/; .x2;y2;´2/; .x3;y3;´3//D maxfGm.x1;x2;x3/;

Gm.y1;y2;y3/;Gm.´1;´2;´3/g;

where Gm.x;y;´/ D maxfjx � yj; jx � ´j; jy � ´jg: Let A D f.x;0;0/ W �1 � x �
0g and B D f.0;y;0/ W 0 � x � 1g and C D f.0;0;´/ W �1 � ´ � 1g. It is obvious
that A0 D B0 D C0 D f.0;0;0/g and dist.A;B;C /D 0; therefore A;B;C have the
P�property. Define T W A[B [C ! A[B [C with

T .x;0;0/D .�x;0;0/; T .0;y;0/D .0;
y

4
;0/ and T .0;0;´/D .0;0;

´

4
/:

It is easy to check that all the conditions of Theorm 3 hold. Therefore the minimiza-
tion problem (2.2) has a solution x? D y? D ´? D .0;0;0/:

Theorem 4. LetA;B;C be nonempty subsets of aG�complete space .X;G/ such
that A is G�compact and B and C are G�closed:LetA0 ¤¿ and A;B;C satisfy
the P�property. Let T WA[B[C !A[B[C be a noncyclic mapping. Then the
minimization problem (2.2) has a solution provided that the following conditions are
satisfied:

(1) T is relatively G�nonexpansive.
(2) T jA is G�continuous and asymptotically regular.

Proof. Let fxng, fyng, f´ng, fxnkg
, fynkg

, f´nkg
, x?, y? and ´? be as in Theorem

3. We have xnk

G
�!x? 2 A; ynk

G
�!y? 2 B; ´nk

G
�!´? 2 C and G.x?;y?;´?/ D

dist.A;B;C /: From Proposition 3, since T jA is G�continuous, we have

xnkC1 D T .xnk
/

G
�!T .x?/:

Also by the asymptotic regularly of T jA, we obtain

G.x?;T .x?/;T .x?//D limk!1G.xnk
;T .xnk

/;T .xnk
//

D limk!1G.T
nk .x0/;T

nkC1.x0/;T
nkC1.x0//

D 0:
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This implies that T .x?/D x?: Since T is relatively G�nonexpansive, we have

G.T .x?/;T .y?/;T .´?//�G.x?;y?;´?/D dist.A;B;C /

Therefore by the P�property, we have

G.x?;T .x?/;T .x?//DG.y?;T .y?/;T .y?//DG.´?;T .´?/;T .´?//

Hence T .y?/D y? and T .´?/D ´?: �

QUESTION: In 2011, Karapinar [10] obtain some common fixed point results in
partial metric spaces. Can one study the minimization problem (2.2) for two mapp-
ings in partial metric spaces?
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